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Introduction by Christopher Martius (CIFOR)

Speakers:
• Hannes Böttcher (Oeko-Institut): Transparent monitoring for the Paris Climate Agreement
• Martin Herold (Wageningen University & Research): Measuring progress: climate and SDGs

Panel:
• Juan Pablo Sarmiento Barletti (CIFOR)
• Julia Naime (NMBU)

Q & A + discussion
What do you think?

Interactive polls and online questions

Go to slido.com and enter event code #glfmonitoring
Opening poll

Why do you think transparent monitoring for climate and development goals is important?

Which dimension/aspect is most important for transparent monitoring of climate and development goals?

Slido.com     #glfmonitoring
Closing poll

What is the most important constraint for transparent monitoring of climate and development goals?

Looking ahead, what is the highest priority for moving transparent monitoring forward?

Slido.com     #glfmonitoring
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Thank you !!!